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When Njideka Akunyili left Lagos, Nigeria at the age of 16 to 

study in the United States, she detoured from her initial plan to 

be a doctor to pursue art and its unique ability to tell her story of 

a country and continent in flux. In a relatively short amount of 

time she has lived across wide spectrums of economic class, po-

litical standing, indigenous tradition, post-colonial influence and 

– after marrying American artist Jerstin Crosby and moving to 

Los Angeles – national affiliation and race relations. Stepping 

inside and outside her biography to reflect life at this evolving 

intersection, Akunyili Crosby has fashioned a similarly trans-cul-

tural practice that marries painting, drawing, collage, and a 

uniquely architectural approach to photo transfers. By juxtapos-

ing images combed from Nigerian pop culture with the volumi-

nous photos she takes when visiting home (particularly her 

grandmother’s rural cottage), Akunyili Crosby weaves a quilt-like 

infrastructure of memories that move fluidly across the floors, 

walls, furniture, clothing and figures of her sweeping composi-

tions. Within these fecund images made of ever more images, 

every piece becomes a portal to another set of references, recol-

lections and relatives. This exhibition is the first to unite a 

number of major works from her foundational Predecessors 

series, where the artist convenes inter-generational, pan-global 

conversations between the strong matriarchs of her family. And 

while almost every person and place Akunyili Crosby portrays is 

based upon those closest to her, she is careful to open them into 

a more abstract, universal arena where all peoples can identify. In 

this kaleidoscopic diaspora she encourages leaps across place, 

time, culture and oneself – shedding singular identifications to 

populate the spaces in between.
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